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Abstract—The growth of social networking services (SNS) has
altered the way and scale of communication in cyberspace.
However, the amount of online hate speech is increasing because
of the anonymity and mobility such services provide. As manual
hate speech detection by human annotators is both costly and
time consuming, there are needs to develop an algorithm for
automatic recognition. Transfering knowledge by fine-tuning a
pre-trained language model has been shown to be effective for im-
proving many downstream tasks in the field of natural language
processing. The Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (BERT) is a language model that is pre-trained to
learn deep bidirectional representations from a large corpus. In
this paper, we propose a multi-channel model with three versions
of BERT (MC-BERT), the English, Chinese, and multilingual
BERTs for hate speech detection. We also explored the usage of
translations as additional input by translating training and test
sentences to the corresponding languages required for different
BERT models. We used three datasets in non-English languages
to compare our model with previous approaches including the
2019 SemEval HatEval Spanish dataset, 2018 GermEval shared
task on the identification of Offensive Language dataset, and
2018 EvalIta HaSpeeDe Italian dataset. Finally, we were able to
achieve the state-of-the-art or comparable performance on these
datasets by conducting thorough experiments.

Index Terms—BERT, Deep Learning, Hate speech, Sentence
Classification, Social Networking Services, Transfer Learning

I. INTRODUCTION

The detection of hate speech in online posts and comments

has become an issue of growing importance recently. Along

with the growth of social networking services (SNS), hate

speech in the cyberspace continues to increase because of the

anonymity and mobility offered by social medias. Although

there are various definitions of ‘hate speech’, the definition by

Nockleby [1] is generally accepted in former literature.

“Hate speech is defined as any communication that dispar-
ages a person or a group on the basis of some characteristic
such as race, color, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation,
nationality, religion, or other characteristic.”

Some examples [2] of hate speech in SNS include the

following:

• @USER nigga are you stupid your trash dont play with
him play with your bitch

• @USER How is she hiding her ugly personality. She is
the worst.

• Conservatism101 It’s not about our disagreements with
Conservatives. Its that Conservatives can’t debate hon-
estly, and they have no integrity. Whatever gets them thru
today, is all that matters to them. They’re fundamentally
dishonest people. URL

This type of language is considered as a social problem

because most of the contents aim disadvantaged social groups

and can further lead to the development of organized hate-

based activities. With the increase in the social impact of

hate speech over the past years, the interests of the research

community, including governments, SNS companies, and in-

dividual researchers, in recognizing hate speech, have grown.

Although many SNS companies have hired human annotators

to manually filter out hate speech, they are still criticized

for not doing enough [32]. As the manual detection of hate

speech is both costly and time consuming, automatic detection

methods are required.
There are some characteristics in hate speech that compli-

cate its automatic identification without the involvement of

human annotators. First, there is no absolute standard for what

comprises a hate speech. The standard of offensive languages

can vary based on country, time, culture, and political propen-

sity. Thus, it is hard to merge several hate speech datasets

that are annotated by different criteria in order to increase

the data size. Second, hate speech cannot be identified by

merely checking whether a swear word appears in a comment.

For example, sarcasm is often used in hate speech and those

phrases require a high-level understanding of context and

nuance. Thus, the classifier for hate speech should be able

to understand the multiple features to correctly identify the

intention of the content.
Despite these difficulties, much research was conducted to

resolve this issue. Hate speech detection has been usually

considered as a binary classification task, but more fine-

grained classification, such as predicting the hate speech type

or the degree of aggressiveness, can also be included. Previous

studies primarily considered the problem as a supervised
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sentence or document classification task [4]. Some used feature

engineering and then fed the refined features to classifiers

such as the support vector machine (SVM), Naive Bayes, and

logistic regression. Others used the deep learning paradigm

that employs deep neural network architectures to automati-

cally learn hidden features. However, methods using transfer

learning were not examined much in previous works.

Recently, transfer learning in deep learning algorithms

was shown to outperform existing methods for many natural

language processing (NLP) tasks [5]–[7]. The Bidirectional

Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) is a un-

supervised language model that was trained on a very large

corpus and can be used to transfer knowledge to different

downstream tasks through fine-tuning [8]. Therefore, by ex-

tracting features or fine-tuning BERT, we can successfully

transfer knowledge learned from language models to hate

speech classifiers.

In addition, in sentence classification tasks, the use of addi-

tional context related sentences may improve the classification

performance. Utilizing translated sentences as auxiliary inputs

in sentence classifiers is another way to use related sentences.

This method was not considered much in the past because

it was generally assumed that translations have more noise

than meaningful signals. The idea was first suggested by

Amplayo et al. [9] who showed that when the translated

data was modified properly to reduce noises, they could be

effectively applied in several sentence classification tasks. We

suggest another way to reduce the noise in translations. The

error in translations can be remedied by fine-tuning pre-trained

language models because pre-trained models may be capable

of extracting meaningful information and neglect errors in

translation results since they are trained on a very large formal

corpus.

Our objective in this study is to develop a multi-channel

BERT model for different languages to apply transfer learning

in hate speech detection. We also investigate the effect of

using translations as supplementary inputs. We demonstrate

that our model and mechanisms outperform or have similar

performance with existing state-of-the-art approaches when

considering three hate speech datasets. We tested the model

on different datasets in different languages to show that

our method is easily applicable to hate speech detection in

different languages.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this study, we use ‘hate speech’ as an general term

for numerous kinds of insulting expressions or statements,

covering similar concepts such as ‘toxic sentence’, ‘offensive

language’, ‘trolling’, and ‘cyberbullying’. Unlike other terms,

‘cyberbullying’ especially refers to hate speech targeting an

individual rather than a group. The methods that researchers

used can be divided into three categories: conventional ma-

chine learning, deep learning methods, transfer learning using

BERT. Conventional machine learning methods rely on manual

feature engineering that is then consumed by supervised ma-

chine learning algorithms such as SVM and logistic regression.

Deep learning methods represent deep learning mechanism

that uses neural networks. Transfer learning using BERT refers

to more recent transfer learning methods that use pre-trained

language models.

A. Conventional Machine Learning Methods

For conventional machine learning methods, feature se-

lection is one of the most important standard for grouping

different approaches. [4] Surface features, such as bag-of-

words, bag-of-characters, character n-grams, and word n-

grams are used as meaningful features to predict hate speech

[10]. Mehdad and Treault [11] reported that character-based

features were more contributive than word based features to

hate speech detection because character n-grams are useful for

attenuating the spelling variation and new word problem often

faced when working with internet comments.

Word- and character- based features are generally combined

with other linguistic, syntactic, and distributional features to

boost performance. Linguistic features such as the number of

words in a comment, mention of a URL, and the number of

punctuations was also used to solve the problem of noisiness

in comments by Nobata et al. [12]. Alfina et al. [13] used

character n-grams, word n-grams, the number of negative

sentiment words and classifiers such as SVM, random forest,

naive bayes, and logistic regression on a self-constructed

Indian Twitter hate speech dataset. Syntactic information such

as part-of-speech (POS) information was applied along with

ngrams by Xu et al. [14]. Chen et al. [15] employed depen-

dency relation such as the relationship between the target and

offensive terms, as another syntactic feature. Distributed word

representations learned from neural networks, have also been

used as important features. For example, GloVe is a word

embedding trained to effectively capture the distributional

information between words [16]. Fasttext is a word embedding

that include subword information [17]. By using such word

vectors, similar sentences with the same words usually have

a similar hidden representation. Atalaya et al. [18] used a

combination of bag-of-words (BoW), bag-of-characters (BoC),

and fasttext embeddings as sentence representation before

feeding it to an SVM classifier. Lexicons such as the offensive

word dictionary were utilized along with other core features by

Chen et al. [15] and Dadvar et al. [20]. In addition, Dadvar et
al. [19] used features outside text such as user characteristic

and profile information, as improving factors for predicting

hate speech.

Among the classifiers, the SVM was the most used algo-

rithm for classification [32], whereas, Naive Bayes, logistic

regression, and random forest were also used frequently.

B. Deep Learning Methods

Deep neural networks improved performance of many NLP

problems. For sentence classification, neural networks includ-

ing the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [21], Recur-

rent Neural Network (RNN) [22], Long-Short-Term-Memory

(LSTM) model [23], and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [24]

have been used to boost performance. For word-level deep
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learning models, word embeddings such as GloVe [16], Fast-

text [17], and word2vec [25] can be used as input representa-

tions. Mehdad and Tetreault [11] used the RNN for hate speech

classification. The CNN architecture was employed by several

researchers in competitions over shared tasks [26]–[29], [32].

The LSTM model was used by Pitsilis et al. [30]. Nikhil et al.
[31] used the LSTM with self-attention model to concentrate

on more important sequential units. A CNN-GRU model was

proposed to classify tweets into categories of racism, sexism,

and neither of them by Zhang et al. [32]. A Bidirectional

LSTM-CNN model was proposed by Wiedemann et al. [33].

Grunigen et al. [34] suggested a parallel CNN model with the

GRU model.

C. Transfer Learning from BERT

Transfer learning is a way to enhance learning in a new task

by transferring knowledge from a related task [35]. In the field

of NLP, unsupervised language model pre-training has been

proved to be effective for improving downstream tasks. BERT,

which stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from

Transformers, is a language model that is pre-trained with a

very large corpus to learn deep bidirectional representations

[8]. It uses multiple layers of the bidirectional transformer,

which is a powerful model for sequence-to-sequence tasks

[36], to be trained jointly for two tasks. The first task is the

masked language model which aims to predict the masked

word that is randomly selected from the original text. An

example of a masked sentence is as follows:

Input Text: the man jumped up , put his basket on phil ##am

##mon ’ s head

Masked Input: [MASK] man [MASK] up , put his [MASK]

on phil [MASK] ##mon ’ s head

The other task is the next sentence prediction task, which

predicts whether a sentence pair is consecutive. The following

is an example of a continuous sentence pair:

Sentence A: the man went to the store .

Sentence B: he bought a gallon of milk .

These two tasks are pre-trained simultaneously. After the

pre-traing is complete, there are two ways to transfer knowl-

edge from the pre-trained BERT to downstream tasks: feature-

based approach and fine-tuning. The feature-based approach

involves the extraction of hidden sentence representation from

the BERT model, while fine-tuning adds an additional task-

specific layer above the BERT model, and then trains all

parameters together. Fine-tuning BERT for sentence classifi-

cation tasks has proved to be effective in supervised sentence

classification tasks including hate speech detection [2].

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGIES

A. Dataset description

The HatEval dataset is a Spanish train and test dataset for

the 2019 SemEval task 5, of multilingual detection of hate

speech against immigrants and women in Twitter [37]. The

comments were collected from the Spanish Twitter and labeled

by experts and non-trained annotators from a crowdsourcing

platform.

The GermEval dataset comprises data on the 2018 shared

task on the identification of offensive language [38].The col-

lected sentences were labeled as not-hate or hate by one of

the task organizers.

The HaSpeeDe dataset comprises data on the 2018 EvalIta

task, HaSpeeDe [39]. The Twitter corpus was developed by

the Turin group [40] in 2007. After the first annotation step

that resulted in a collection of approximately 1,800 tweets, the

corpus was further expanded by additional annotations. The

added data were annotated by experts and a crowdsourcing

platform. The label distribution of all three datasets is depicted

in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Distirbution of the three datasets: HatEval, GermEval, HaSpeeDe.

B. Dataset preprocessing

Posts and comments in social media frequently use hashtags,

emojis, user mentions, and URLs. Thus, it is important to

conduct proper processing prior to training. For fast and

reliable preprocessing, we used the open source ekphrasis

library(https://github.com/cbaziotis/ekphrasis), which is a pre-

processing tool specialized for Twitter. The following are the

steps of our procedure:

• The URL in each tweet was replaced by the <url> tag

and the user mention was replaced by the <user> tag.

• Then, elongated words such as ‘yaaaaay’ were normal-

ized to be ‘yaay’.

• Punctuations and special characters were removed to

make the text cleaner, while hashtags and emojis were

not removed and used to be embedded.

The overall preprocessing procedure is summarized in Figure

2

C. Using translations

We also applied translations to make parallel pseudo data

in other languages. In sentence classification tasks, the use

of additional context related sentences may improve the

performance. Amplayo et al. [9] suggested translations are

valuable input features if properly modified to extract signals

and remove errors. He pointed out using additional contexts

such as neighboring sentences can give positive effect on
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Fig. 2. Data preprocessing flow

classifiers, but such features are domain-dependent and can-

not be applied with single sentences without any context.

However, translations are domain-free contents and available

without the domain. Therefore, utilizing translated sentences

as auxiliary inputs in sentence classifiers is another way to

improve the accuracy of sentence classifiers regardless of

the domain. The translated text can be used as inputs to a

single language specific fine-tuning BERT model. Otherwise,

it could be used as a supplementary input for multi-channel

BERT (MC-BERT) that unites three different BERT models

for different languages. We used the Google Translation API

to translate text of source language to English and Chinese

text to feed the English and Chinese BERT. The translation

process is depicted in Figure 3. We will show using BERT, the

model could be more robust to errors when using translations.

Fig. 3. translation generation with Google translation API

D. Baseline: BERT fine-tuning
We used the default input representation of BERT for fine-

tuning of sentence classification.
The right side of each sentence is padded with [PAD] tokens

or truncated to match equal sequence length. Also, a [CLS]

token is appended to the left of all sentences since it was

used for learning the whole sentence representation during the

pre-training phase. BERT input is composed of three features:

byte pair encodings (BPE) embedding, segment embedding,

and positional embedding.

BERTInput(x) = BPEE(x) + SE(x) +PE(x) (1)

BERT first splits an input sentence x to BPE tokens. BPE

[41] is a mean of splitting sentences into units smaller than

words to handle out of vocabulary words more effectively.

Segment embedding is the same for tokens that are not [PAD]

tokens. Positional embedding is projected as follows, where i
is the index of the token and j is the index of the dimension.

modeld is the dimension size which all three embeddings are

the same.

PE(i, 2j) = sin(
i

100002j/modeld
) (2)

PE(i, 2j + 1) = cos(
i

100002j/modeld
) (3)

The pre-trained BERT has two parameter intensive settings.

BERTBASE(uncased, English): 12 layers, 768 hidden dimen-

sions, 12 attention heads (in transformer), total number of

110M parameters.

BERTLARGE(uncased, English): 24 layers, 1024 hidden di-

mensions, 16 attention heads (in transformer), total number of

340M parameters.

We used the pre-trained BERTBASE model for the English

BERT. In addition to the English version, the Chinese and

multilingual BERTs were also trained and released with the

same parameter as those of BERTBASE but with different

vocabulary files and language of the training corpus. As

there are currently three BERT models available, there are

three possible fine-tuning models if parallel language data are

provided. We used the multilingual BERT for the original

language dataset which were in non-English language, and

used parallel translations for the English and Chinese BERT

fine-tuning.

The fine-tuning procedure is simple. We first initialize

the model weights by using the pre-trained language model

parameters. Then, from the last layer of BERT, the hidden

representation of the [CLS] token is pooled by the pooling

layer. A dropout layer is then used for regularization. Finally,

a fully connected feed-forward layer and a softmax layer is

used for classification.

o = Wx+ b (4)

P (c|x, θ) = exp(oc)∑
c∈{hate,not−hate}

exp(oc)
(5)

The feed forward layer is a single layer that multiplies a

weight matrix W and adds bias b to the pooled output x.

The final output of the model should be P (c|x), which is the

probability for a sentence x to be classified as class c. After

the feed forward layer predicts oc for each class, a softmax

operation is done for normalizing the output to be between

zero and one.

The total fine-tuning model is depicted in Figure 4.

E. Multi-channel BERT architecture

This section explains the main multi-channel BERT (MC-

BERT) model for different languages we propose, as shown
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Fig. 4. Baseline model: Fine-tuning BERT for different languages

in Figure 5. We appended an adding layer after all single fine-

tuning models to make a joint representation of three BERT

models. Each hidden state was added as a weighted sum.

hMC = w1 ·hmultilingual+w2 ·henglish+w3 ·hchinese (6)

hMC is the weighted sum of the hidden state of different

BERT models, which indicates the hidden state of the multi-

channel model. wi is the weight multiplied to the hidden

states, hmultilingual, henglish, and hchinese. All the weights

are greater than zero and smaller than one.

The weights were manually set proportional to the fine-

tuning performance. For example, if the Chinese fine-tuning

model has a low accuracy than other BERT fine-tuning models,

the multi-channel model provides some weight to the pooling

output of the Chinese model. After the hidden states were

added, the result was fed to another fully connected feed

forward layer and softmax layer for the final classification.

F. Experimental Setup

When training the model, the batch size was 32. Adam [44]

was used as the optimizer with a learning rate of 2e-5. The

basic objective function of the model is the cross entropy loss.

Jθ(y
′, y) = − 1

N

∑

i

(y′i log(yi) + (1− y′i) log(1− yi))+λ||θ||2

(7)

It would be y′i = 1 if the true class of the sentence is the

ith label, and y′i = 0 otherwise. yi is the probability of the

sentence to be classified to the ith label. L2 regularization

with weight decay and dropout [45] were also used to prevent

overfitting and make the model more robust to noises.

The training epoch for each dataset was different. While

the HatEval dataset was trained for 4 epochs, the GermEval

and HaSpeeDe dataset was trained for 2 epochs. The hyper-

parameters used are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I
HYPER-PARAMETERS

Batch size 32
Learning rate 2e-5
Optimizer Adam
L2 weight decay 0.01
Dropout rate 0.1
Loss function Categorical cross entropy

IV. RESULTS

A. Metrics

The results of the models were evaluated based on two

metrics: the accuracy and F1 macro score. The F1 macro score

is calculated by plain averaging of the F1 score of all classes.

To provide a measure that weights all labels equally, macro-F1

score was chosen to evaluate classifiers for hate speech among

all F1 averaging schemes. The metrics can be computed as

follows:

Accuracy =
number of correctly predicted instances

total number of instances

F1 =
2× Precision× Recall

Precision + Recall

F1 −Macro =
F1(not− hate) + F1(hate)

2

B. HatEval Result

The best fine-tuning model among different BERT models

was the multi-channel BERT fine-tuning model, which scored

the highest accuracy and F1 score, of 0.769 and 0.766,

respectively. The accuracy was 3.8% higher than that obtained

from the state-of-the-art model. The previous state-of-the-art

model used rich featured Spanish GloVe vectors with the

SVM classifier. Each sentence vector was considered as a

combination of bag-of-words (BoW), bag-of-characters (BoC),

and fasttext embeddings [18]. The English and multilingual

BERT showed similar performance to the multi-channel BERT.

The fine-tuning accuracy of the English BERT was 0.752

and F1 score was 0.748. The accuracy and F1 score of

the multilingual BERT fine-tuning were 0.755 and 0.751,

respectively. The Chinese BERT showed comparatively low

performance to other BERT models with an accuracy of 0.700

and F1 score of 0.690. Except for the Chinese BERT model, all

fine-tuning models outperformed the previous state-of-the-art

model results. This shows that transferring knowledge makes

the model more robust to translation errors. The experimental

results are summarized in Table II. The two dimensional PCA

result of the hidden representation before the final feed forward

layer for English BERT, multilingual BERT, and multi-channel

BERT is depicted in Figure 6. As shown in Figure 6 (A), (B),

and (C), each BERT fine-tuning model captures different the

hidden representations. This shows that even though the model

is similar, different languages can learn different features for

classification.
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Fig. 5. Multi-channel BERT for different languages (MC-BERT)

C. GermEval Result

The comparison of the different BERT fine-tuning mod-

els showed that the English and the multi-channel BERTs

recorded the highest F1 score and fine-tuning accuracy. While

the English BERT fine-tuning showed an accuracy of 0.798

and F1 score of 0.770, the multi-channel BERT fine-tuning

showed an accuracy of 0.801 and F1 score of 0.764. The

accuracy and the F1 score of the multilingual BERT were

0.779 and 0.742, which are respectively 3.0% lower accuracy

and 3.8% lower than those of the multi-channel and English

BERT model. The Chinese BERT fine-tuning showed a higher

accuracy than that of the LSTM model using fasttext embed-

dings, which was 0.760. However, the Chinese model still

performed poorly than the other fine-tuning models possibly

because of the translation errors. The best model outperformed

the state-of-the-art model, which was an ensemble model of

logistic regression and random forests using word n-gram,

character n-gram, and word embeddings [42]. The previous

state-of-the-art performance on the test set showed accuracy

and F1 score of 0.795 and 0.767, respectively. The results

of our approach are shown in Table II. Figure 6 depicts the

visualization of the two dimensional PCA of the hidden state

before the final classification layer of different BERT models.

You can see from (D), (E), and (F) that different features are

extracted from different fine-tuning models.

D. HaSpeeDe Result

The best fine-tuning performance was that of the multi-

lingual BERT model, which showed fine-tuning accuracy of

0.822 and F1 score of 0.799. The other English, Chinese, and

multi-channel BERT showed similar performance. The English

BERT showed fine-tuning accuracy and F1 score of 0.798

and 0.773, respectively, while these values for the Chinese

BERT were 0.799 and 0.775. The multi-channel model showed

an accuracy and F1 score of 0.800 and 0.775, respectively,

which are the highest among all the BERT fine-tuning models,

except the multilingual BERT. Our best scoring model showed

a higher accuracy than that of the state-of-the-art model,

which was an ensemble model of SVM and bidirectional

LSTM using additional data. Although the accuracy is not

reported, the F1 score was 0.799 [43]. Even though our

model did not outperform the previous state-of-the-art result,

it showed comparable performance. Table II summarizes our

results of our approaches on the HaSpeeDe test dataset. The

visualization of the two dimensional PCA of the hidden state

before the classification layer of different BERT fine-tuning

models is depicted in Figure 6.

V. CONCLUSION

This study was aimed at developing an effective model for

automatic hate speech detection. The proposed model inte-

grates the hidden features of separate BERT models trained on

different languages. This approach is supposed to effectively

capture different semantic representation of different lan-

guages. In addition, we investigated the effect of translations

as auxiliary sentences for sentence classification. We tested our

methods on three datasets from different competitions in dif-

ferent languages. In all datasets, the multi-channel BERT fine-
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Fig. 6. PCA visualization of the hidden representation before the final feed forward layer in the HatEval, GermEval, HaSpeeDe dataset

tuning model or baseline model with translations exceeded or

performed as well as the previous state-of-the-art models. The

recent contribution of transfer learning in NLP is impressive.

Owing to the use of transfer learning, the problem of shortage

in labeled datasets can be remedied by pre-training a language

model on a very large corpus. Our research also showed

that transfer learning is effective for hate speech detection.

Moreover, we demonstrated that although translations from

machine translation models have many errors, they are positive

supplementary inputs for text classification. We expect that our

experiments contribute toward the further study of text mining

in social media and knowledge transfer.
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